New update of Bloomberg Law MARC records

March 31, 2017

Dear Colleagues,

We have just posted an update of new MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are available free of charge on Bloomberg BNA’s Law School Professional Information Center website, located at www.bna.com/lawschool.

Please note that for the Tax Management Portfolios, there are records available with both Bloomberg Law: Tax and BNA Tax and Accounting Center links, and files with Bloomberg Law: Tax links only. If you are unsure about which records to use, please contact me.

**NEW MARC RECORDS:**

**Bloomberg BNA Books:**

- *Canadian labour and employment law for the U.S. practitioner* (4th ed.), OCLC *974921376
- *PTAB handbook* (2nd Ed.) OCLC *965154274

**Tax Management Portfolios:** 336, 875, 7142, 7288 (Bloomberg Law: Tax and BNA access or Bloomberg Law: Tax only)

**REVISED MARC RECORDS:**

**Tax Management Portfolio:** 643-2nd, 730-4th, 771-4th, 6060 (replaces 904-2nd), 6840 (replaces 947), 7070 (replaces 957-3rd), 7130 (replaces 961-4th) (Bloomberg Law: Tax and BNA access or Bloomberg Law: Tax only)

**RECORDS TO DELETE:**

The following titles or editions have been superseded and no longer available. You may wish to remove them from your local catalog.

**Bloomberg BNA Books:**

- *Canadian labour and employment law for the U.S. practitioner* (3rd ed.), OCLC *813164968
- *Electronic and software patents: law and practice* (3rd Ed.), OCLC *813164910
- *PTAB handbook* [1st Ed.], OCLC *944961855

**Bloomberg BNA Law Reports:**
-Computer Technology Law Report—which this title ceased in 2016 and the archives have been removed from Bloomberg Law. You may wish to remove OCLC *44010371 from your local catalog.

-Social Media Law & Policy Report—which this title ceased in 2016 and the archives have been removed from Bloomberg Law. You may wish to remove OCLC *792807482 from your local catalog.

*******************************

If you have any questions, please email me at MNewton@bna.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.

Thank you,

Matthew Newton
Cataloger

Bloomberg BNA

Direct 703.341.3308
mnewton@bna.com